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GEOGRAPHY CHAPTER-1: ENVIRONMENT 

1. The surroundings of a living thing in which it exists are termed as its 

A Atmosphere 

B Environment 

C Biosphere 

D Lithosphere 

 

2. The narrow zone of interaction between land, water and air where living organisms thrive is termed 

as 

A Lithosphere 

B Atmosphere 

C Hydrosphere 

D Biosphere 

 

3. Organisms who consume both plants and animals are called 

A Carnivores 

B Herbivores 

C Omnivores 

D Decomposers 

 

4. The physical or non- living environment is termed as 

A Abiotic environment 

B Non -Biological environment 

C Biotic environment 

D Both A and B 

5. Which one of the following is not a form of abiotic resource? 

A Forests 

B Minerals 

C Land 

D Water 

6. Which of the following keeps on changing constantly? 

A The environment keeps on changing constantly. 

B Surrounding keeps on changing constantly. 

C Technology keeps on changing constantly. 

D All of these 

7. What is lithosphere? 

A It is the solid mantle or the hard middle layer of the earth. It is made of rocks and minerals 

and covered by a thin layer of soil.  

B It is the solid core or the inner layer of the earth. It is made of rocks and minerals and covered 



by a thin layer of soil. 

C It is the liquid crust or the molten top layer of rocks and minerals and covered by a thin layer 

of soil. 

D It is the solid crust or the hard top layer of the earth. It is made of rocks and minerals and 

covered by thin layer of soil. 

8. Choose the correct option: 

Give four examples of human made environment. 

A Individual, family, community and clan 

B Building, water, bridges and air 

C Building, parks, bridges and roads 

D Land, air, water and roads 

9. What is ecosystem? 

A System formed by the interaction of all living organisms with each other and with the physical 

and chemical factors of the environment in which they live in all is linked by transfer of energy 

and material. 

B System formed by the interaction of all dead organisms with each other and with the physical 

and chemical factors of the environment in which they live in all is linked by transfer of energy 

and material. 

C System formed by the interaction of all plants with each other and with the physical and 

chemical factors of the environment in which they live in all is linked by transfer of energy and 

material. 

D System formed by the interaction of all animals with each other and with the physical and 

chemical factors of the environment in which they live in all is linked by transfer of energy and 

material. 

10. Which are the major components of biotic environment? 

A Plants and animals are the major components of biotic environment. 

B Plants and plastics are the major components of biotic environment. 

C Plastics and papers are the major components of biotic environment. 

D All the non-living things are the major components of biotic environment. 

11. Choose the correct option: 

What do you mean by natural environment? 

A Natural environment consists of everything that is made from plastics. 

B Natural environment consists of everything that is non- living. 

C Natural environment consists of land, air, water, air, plants and animals. 

D Natural environment consists of land, water, air, plant sand plastics. 

12. Which one of the following is a threat to environment? 

A Growing plants 

B Growing pollution 

C Growing crops 

D Both option A & C 

13. Which one of the following is not a natural ecosystem? 

A Desert 

B Aquarium 

C Forest 

D Grasslands 

14. Choose the correct option: 

The term Environner means_______. 

A Neighbourhood 

B Locality 

C Foreign 

D Animals 

15. A small pond is an example of ______________. 

A Thermosphere 

B Mesosphere 



C Hydrosphere 

D Lithosphere 

 

 

HISTORY CHAPTER-2 NEW KINGS AND KINGDOMS 

1. Which one of the following titles was not assumed by the Samantas? 

A Maha-Samanta 

B Maha- Mandaleshwar 

C Hiranya-Garbha 

D Both A & B 

2. The Rashtrakuta dynasty was founded by 

A Mayusharman 

B Harichandra 

C Dantidurga 

D Vijyalaya 

3. What was ‘Hiranya Garbha’? 

A A feudal Lord 

B A ritual 

C A tax 

D Hunting dear 

4. Which one of the following was not a ruling class of Rajputs in the Early Medieval Period? 

A Tomars 

B Chauhans 

C Chandelas 

D Cholas 

5. The main aim of the invasions of Mahmud of Ghazni was 

A To establish an empire in India 

B To plunder wealth 

C To see Indian temples 

D All of these 

6. Mahmud of Ghazni invaded India ____________ times. 

A Eighteen 

B Seventeen 

C Twenty 

D Eleven 

7. Mahmud of Ghazni raided ___________ in Gujarat and plundered all its wealth. 

A Swaminarayan temple 

B Mahakali temple 

C Somnath temple 

D Durga temple  

8. Which among the following is the most famous bronze image portraying the divine dancer, Shiva? 

A Nataraja 

B Vithala 

C Venkateshwara  

D Murugan 

9. Choose the correct option: 

What do Prashastis tell us? 

A Prashastis are hymns of a king, composed by a learned Brahman who helped in the 

administration. 

B Prashastis are songs of a king, composed by learned Brahman who helped in the 

administration. 

C Prashastis are the books of the kings, composed by a learned Brahman who helped in the  



administration 

D Prashastis are details of a king praising him, composed by a learned Brahman who helped in 

the administration. 

10. Who were known as temple architect? 

A Cholas were known as temple architect. 

B Rajputs were known as temple architect. 

C Pratihara were known as temple architect. 

D Chavanas were known as temple architect. 

11. What was the other name of the great lord of a ‘circle’ or region? 

A Samantas 

B Subordinates 

C Maha-mandaleshvara 

D King 

12. Who were expected to bring gifts for their kings in 17th century? 

A Samantas 

B Overlords 

C Maha-samantas 

D Maha-mandaleshvara 

13. When Samantas were declared Maha-samantas? 

A When they bring gifts for their kings 

B When they provide kings with military support 

C When they gain power and wealth 

D None of the above 

14. What was the use of money collected from taxes? 

A To finance the kings’ establishment 

B Construction of temples and forts 

C To fight wars 

D All of these 

15. Brahmanas were rewarded by grants of land recorded on 

A copper plate 

B iron plate 

C silver plate 

D all of these 

16.  A ritual called hiranya-garbha (literally, the golden womb) was considered as the ……? 

A “Rebirth” of the sacrificer as a Kshatriya 

B Rebirth as a brahman 

C Sacrificial performance 

D None of these 

17. Tribhuvana-chakravartin stands for ……? 

A Great king 

B Lord of the three worlds 

C The creator 

D The protector 

18. During the Chola period, temples were also the hub of…..? 

A Social life 

B Cultural life 

C Economic life 

D All 

19. Rajatarangini, a book that generally recorded the heritage of Kashmir in the 12th Century, was 

written by: 

A Pravaragupta 

B Kalhana 

C Lalitapida 

D Kashyapa 



 

20. Which of the following rulers involved in the tripartite struggles 

A Gurjara-Pratihara, Chera and Pala dynasties 

B Gurjara-Pratihara, Chola and Chera dynasties 

C Gurjara-Pratihara, Chola and Pala dynasties 

D Gurjara-Pratihara, Rashtrakuta and Pala dynasties 

21. The city of Kanauj is in the 

A Yamuna valley 

B Narmada valley 

C Ganga valley 

D Tapi valley 

22. The river Kaveri branches off into several small channels before emptying into the 

A Godavari 

B Indian ocean 

C Bay of Bengal 

D Arabian sea 

23. Settlements of peasants, known as________, became prosperous with the spread of irrigation 

agriculture 

A Uzi 

B Ur 

C Uri 

D Udi 

24. Who was the founder of the Chola kingdom? 

A Simhavishnu 

B Vijayalaya 

C Rajendra 

D Krishna 

25. Which of the following pairs are not correctly matched? 

A Vellanvagai – Land of Non Brahmana Peasant proprietors 

B Brahmadeya – Land gifted to Brahmanas 

C Shalabhoga – Land for maintenance of a school 

D Pallichchhandam – Land gifted to Temples 

 

 

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL LIFE- CHAPTER-2 ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT 

1. Which of the following statements is incorrect?  

A A majority of Indians can't really afford treatment in private hospitals. 

B It is our basic right to get proper and timely treatment in government hospitals  

C It is the government's responsibility to safeguard the right to life of every individual. 

D None of these 

2. Why are more private health facilities located in urban areas? 

A Because urban areas have more patients. 

B Because urban areas have less patients.  

C Because cities provide better opportunities to doctors in terms of earning and facilities. 

D All of these 

3. Choose a correct statement- 

A Treatment at a government hospital is fast and costly. 

B Treatment at a government hospital is cheap but slow and cumbersome. 

C Treatment at a private hospital is costly without any facility and time-consuming  

D None of these. 

 



4. What is medical tourism? 

A Visiting a country for sightseeing  

B Visiting a country for studying medicine and surgery. 

C Visiting a country for medical treatment. 

D Visiting botanical gardens, forest and wildlife 

5. Which state government decided to allocate 40 per cent of the state's funds to the Panchayats in 

1996? 

A Kerala 

B Karanataka 

C Punjab 

D Bihar 

6. Which country in Latin America decided not to spend money on defence/army and to divert all funds 

to basic facilities for its people? 

A Panama 

B Honduras 

C Costa Rica 

D Mexico 

7. On which of the following does our good health depend? 

A Clean drinking water 

B Pollution-free environment 

C Hygienic food 

D All of these 

8. What should be changed weekly to avoid breeding of mosquitoes’? 

A T.V. sets 

B Water in coolers 

C Roof tops 

D None of these 

9. Which one of the following is a communicable disease? 

A Headache 

B Cancer 

C Sore Throat 

D Diarrhoea 

10. Which type of healthcare facility is costly? 

A Private 

B Public 

C Both 

D Both are same 

11. Tax money is used to fund which of the activities? 

A Education 

B Defence 

C Police 

D All of these 

12. By whom are the public health services run? 

A Government 

B Private organisations 

C Private doctors 

D None of these 

13. What does PHC mean? 

A Private Health Centre 

B Public Health Court 

C Primary Health Centre 

D All of these 

14. What does RMP mean? 

A Registered Medical Practitioners 



B Retired Medical Practitioners 

C Recognised Medical Practitioners 

D All of these 

15. Health means 

A Our ability of remaining free from fever 

B Our ability to remain free of illness and injuries 

C Our ability of not having any disease 

D Our ability of remaining free from any injuries 

 

History Ch 3. The Delhi Sultans 

1. Delhi, also known as the National Capital Territory of India, has a long political history; it has been 

the capital of many empires. Who were the first rulers to make Delhi their capital? 

A. Cholas 

B. Tomara Rajputs 

C. Mughals 

D. Chauhans 

2. Who defeated the Tomara Rajputs in the 12th century? 

A. The Mughals 

B. The khiljis 

C. The Tughlaqs 

D. The Chauhans 

3. In the 700 years since the Delhi Sultanate, India has had both a female Prime Minister and a female 

President. But who was the first female ruler of Delhi? 

A. Raziya Sultan 

B. Draupadi 

C. Rudramadevi 

D. Nur Jahan 

 

4. Who was the first slave king of Delhi Sultanate? 

A. Qutubuddin Aibak 

B. Iltutmish 

C. Raziya sultan 

D. Mohammad Ghori 

 

5. The position of standing facing Mecca during namaz is known as 

A. Quibla 

B. Sajda 

C. Khutba 

D. Kharaj 

6. A fortified settlement with soldiers was 

A. Hinterland 

B. Garrison Town 

C. Jagir 

D. Iqta 

7. Kharaj was a type of tax on 

A. Houses 

B. Cattle 

C. Trade 

D. Cultivation 

8. Iltutmish's daughter, Raziyya, became the Sultana of Delhi in 

A. 1538 

B. 1244 

C. 1236 



D. 1338 

9. Who was successor of Muhammad-bin Tughluq? 

A. Ghiyasuddin Tughluq 

B. Firoz Shah Tughlaq 

C. Ibn Batuta 

D. None of these 

10. The idea of token currency using copper coins was started by which of the following kings of Delhi 

sultanate? 

A. Ghyasuddin Tughlaq Shah II 

B. Firoz Shah Tughlaq  

C. Mohammad Bin Tughlaq 

D. Abu Bakr Shah 

11. Which of the following city was not developed by Delhi Sultanate 

A.  Jahanpanah 

B.  Siri 

(c) Delhi-i-kunha 

(d) Agra 

12. What was the language of administration under the Delhi Sultans? 

(a) Urdu 

(b) Persian 

(c) Hindi 

(d) English 

13. Who was Ulema? 

(a) A slave purchased for military service 

(b) A ruler 

(c) A scholar of Islamic learning 

(d) An invader 

 

14. Which of the following was the first ruler of Khilji dynasty? 

A. Alauddin Khilji 

B. Jalaluddin Khilji 

C. Qutubuddin Mubarak Shah 

D. Nasiruddin Khusrau Shah 

15. The sultan who shifted the capital from Delhi to Agra 

A. Alauddin Khilji 

B. Firoz Shah 

C. Mubarak Shah 

D. Sikander Lodi 

16. Alauddin Khilji rigidly enforced market control or economic regulations for 

A. building up a large and contented army with small salaries 

B. the general welfare of the people 

C. both (A) and (B) above 

D. curbing dishonest merchants and traders 

17. Kings generally built forts around their territories to protect their kingdom from enemy attacks. And 

the early Sultans of Delhi rarely went out of their fortified towns to conquer and control the 

hinterlands. What does hinterland mean?  

A. land away from coasts and major river fronts  

B. land near a mosque or a temple  

C. land near the Sultan's palace  



D. foreign land 

18. Running a big kingdom like Delhi needed brave, intelligent, and experienced officials in high 

positions. And special bandagans were also bought and trained for military and intelligence 

services. What does bandagan mean? 

A. Slave 

B. Cook 

C. Soldier 

D. Scholar 

19. Tarikh or Tawarikh were written in …………. 

A. Urdu 

B. English 

C. Persian 

D. Hindi 

20. ……….. was built by two rulers Qutbuddin Aybak and Iltutmish. 

A. Red fort 

B. Taj Mahal 

C. Qutb Minar 

D. Fort of Hyderabad 

 21. …………. is a sermon during Friday prayer in the Mosque. 

A. Khutba 

B. Qibla 

C. Sijdah 

D. Kharaj 

22. Leader of the Namaz is …………… 

A. Imam 

B. Maulvi 

C. Maulana 

D. Priest 

23. Ziyauddin Barani was…..? 

A. An archeologist 

B. A warrior 

C. Sultan 

D. A muslim political thinker of Delhi Sultanate 

24. Who built Quwwat Al Islam? 

A. Iltutmish 

B. Ghiyasudhin Balban 

C. Raziya Sultan 

D. Allaudin Khilji 

So. Pol . life: ch .1 .On Equality 

1. Whose autobiography is ‘Joothan’? 

A. Omprakash Valmiki’s 



B. Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s 

C. Mahatma Gandhi’s 

D. Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru’s 

 

2. The central feature of Democracy is 

A. Inequality 

B. Discrimination 

C. Equality 

D. Restrictions 

3. Who drafted the Indian Constitution? 

A. Pt. J.L. Nehru 

B. Lal Bahadur Shastri 

C. Mahatma Gandhi 

D. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar 

4. Civil Rights movement of USA was about: 

A. Afro Americans 

B. Indo Americans 

C. Japanese 

D. Chinese 

5. Which key feature of democracy influences all areas of the government's work? 

A. Discrimination 

B. Liberty 

C. Equality 

D. Fraternity 

6. In a democracy, irrespective of what religion they belong to, how much education they have had, what 

caste they are from, or whether they are rich or poor, everyone is allowed a vote in the general 

elections. What is the common name for equal right and opportunities for all to vote? 

A. Right to vote 

B. Justice 

C. Universal right 

D. Universal Adult Franchise 

7. The caste system is a very common type of inequality found in many cities and villages of India. Which 

caste has traditionally been considered a 'lower' or 'inferior' caste by many in India? 

A. Brahmin 

B. Vaishyas 

C. Dalit 

D. Kshatriyas 

8. According to the principle of equality and justice for all, who can use public wells, tanks, bathing ghats, 

and roads, and public networks such as mobile, radio, TV, internet, etc.? 

A. Farmers 

B. Poor citizens 

C. Anyone who is legally eligible 

D. Businessman 

9. All citizens in democratic countries are equal before the law, and no discrimination can be practised on 

the basis of caste, religion, gender, race, etc. What has been abolished by the government in recent 

years, and its practice is a punishable crime? 

A. Castes 

B. Religion 

C. Discrimination 

D. Untouchability 

10. There are two ways in which the government implements the principle of equality guaranteed in the 

constitution - through laws and through government programmes and schemes. Whom are those 

schemes designed for? 

A. The medium class 



B. upper caste 

C. disadvantaged people 

D. Wealthy people 

11. Which Article in Indian Constitution defines equality and prohibits any kind of social discrimination? 

(a) Article 10 

(b) Article 12 

(c) Article 15 

(d) Article 21 

 

12. Dalit, Adivasi and Muslim girls drop out of school in large numbers. This is a combined outcome of the 

following except 

(a) Poverty 

(b) Lack of good quality school facilities for these communities 

(c) Corruption 

(d) Social discrimination 

 
  

13. Which state was the first state in India to introduce mid-day meal scheme and in 2001 

(a) Andhra Pradesh 

(b) Kerala 

(c) Tamil Nadu 

(d) Maharashtra 

 
 

14. Omprakash Valmiki is a famous ______ writer 

(a) Tamil 

(b) French 

(c) Dalit 

(d) Muslim  

 
 

15. Where has the Mid-day Meal scheme being started? 

(a) In Government Offices 

(b) In Private Schools 

(c) In Income tax Department 

(d) In Government School 

Geography Ch 2. Inside our Earth 

1. Where is the deepest mine in the world located? 

(a) South America 

(b) South Africa 

(c) South India 

(d) South Australia 

 

2. The upper most layer of the earth’s surface is called 

(a) the crust 

(b) the brust 

(c) the roads 



(d) the forest 

3. Which rock is the molten magma made up of? 

(a) Igneous 

(b) Metamorphic 

(c) Sedimentary 

(d) None of these 

4. Rocks which contain fossils are called 

(a) metamorphic rocks 

(b) igneous rocks 

(c) core 

(d) sedimentary rocks 

5. The depth of the deepest mine in South Africa is 

(a) one km 

(b) two km 

(c) three km 

(d) four km 

6. ______ minerals are found in the continental masses 

(a) Silica and alumina 

(b) Silica and magnesium 

(c) Nickel and iron 

(d) Silica and iron 

7. Which type of rocks is called primary rocks 

(a) Fossils 

(b) Igneous 

(c) Metamorphic 

(d) Sedimentary 

8. When magma from deep below forces its way up to earth’s surface, it is called 

(a) Sand 

(b) Marble 

(c) Sediments 

(d) Volcano 

9. Sandstone is made from 

(a) Grains of soil 

(b) Grains of plants 

(c) Grains of water 

(d) Grains of sand 

10. Fossils are the remains of dead _______ 

(a) Plants 

(b) Animals 

(c) Both a and b 

(d) None of the above 

11. _______ rocks are hard where ________ rocks are soft. 

(a) sedimentary, lava 

(b) sedimentary, magma 

(c) sedimentary, igneous 

(d) igneous, sedimentary 

12. The innermost layer of the earth is 

(a) Mantle 

(b) Sima 

(c) Crust 

(d) Core 

13. What happens when igneous and sedimentary rocks go under heat and pressure 



(a) They change into graphite 

(b) They change into fossils 

(c) They change into metamorphic rocks 

(d) They change into minerals 

14. Silica and magnesium are the constituents of 

(a) Rock 

(b) Inner Core 

(c) Outer Core 

(d) Mantle 

15. Thinnest layer of the earth is 

(a) Crust 

(b) Nife 

(c) Core 

(d) Mantle 

16. The molten magma cools down deep inside the earth’s crust then solid rocks are formed , they are 

called as - 

(a) Intrusive Sedimentary rocks 

(b) Intrusive Metamorphic rocks 

(c) Extrusive igneous rocks 

(d) Intrusive igneous rocks 

17. What happens when igneous rocks go under heat and pressure 

a. They change into graphite 

b. They change into fossils 

c. They change into metamorphic rocks 

d. They change into minerals 
 

Geography Ch 3. Our changing Earth 

1. The earth’s crust is broken into a number of huge parts. They are called ____________ 

(a) lithospheric plates 

(b) metamorphic plates 

(c) sedimentary plates 

(d) none of these 

2.Which one of the following forces originates in the interior of the earth? 

(a) Exogenic forces 

(b) Endogenic forces 

(c) Both (a) and (b) 

(d) None of these 

3. Sudden movements in the earth are called ________. 

(a) earthquakes 

(b) building mountains 

(c) focus 

(d) none of these 

4.The place on the surface above the focus is known as _______. 

(a) epicentre 

(b) focus 

(c) forces 

(d) lithosphere 



5.What is the name of the instrument used for measuring earthquake? 

(a) Thermometer 

(b) Seismograph 

(c) barometer 

(d) Rain Gauge 

6.On which scale is the earthquake measured? 

(a) Plane scale 

(b) Richter scale 

(c) Compass 

(d) Divider 

7.In which continent is the highest waterfall ‘Angel Falls of Venezuela’ located? 

(a) South America 

(b) South Africa 

(c) South India 

(d) North India 

 

8.The triangular collection of sediments at the mouth of a river forms 

(a) beach 

(b) delta 

(c) arches 

(d) glaciers 

9.The steep rocky coast rising almost vertically above the sea water is called _________. 

(a) sea cliff 

(b) beach 

(c) sea cave 

(d) Tombolo 

10.Which of the following is an example of a glacier? 

(a) Gangotri 

(b) Aravali 

(c) Ganga 

(d) Yamuna 

11.Deposition of sand in a low hill like structure is known as a ________. 

(a) Glacier 

(b) Sand dunes 

(c) Hillocks 

(d) Barchans 

12.It is a vent in the earth’s crust through which molten material erupts suddenly 

(a) Crater 

(b) Volcano 

(c) Strait 

(d) Isthmus 



13.Which of the following is NOT an exogenetic force? 

(a) Volcano 

(b) Wind 

(c) Sea Waves 

(d) Glaciers 

14.What do you mean by erosion? 

(a) Moving of plates 

(b) Type of endogenic forces 

(c) Wearing away of landscape 

(d) Shaking of earth 

15.Which of the following rivers does not form a delta? 

(a) Godavari 

(b) Mahanadi 

c) Narmada 

(d) Krishna 

Geography ch 4. Air 

1. Which of the following gas creates a greenhouse effect by trapping the heat? 

(a) Carbon dioxide 

(b) Oxygen 

(c) Nitrogen 

(d) All of these 

2. Excess amount of CO2 is responsible for 

(a) global cooling 

(b) global warming 

(c) metamorphosis 

(d) electrolysis 

 

3. What are the important objects for survival of plants and animals? 

(a) Rainfall 
3.What are the important objects for survival of plants and animals? 

(a) Rainfall 

(b) Sun light 

(c) Oxygen 

(d) All of these 

 

4. Which one of the following gases is present in the atmosphere in the highest amount? 

(a) Oxygen 

(b) Carbon dioxide 

(c) Nitrogen 

(d) Lithium 



 

5. Which gas is used by the green plants to make their food? 

(a) Oxygen 

(b) Carbon dioxide 

(c) Nitrogen 

(d) None of these 

 

6. When the air is heated it becomes ______ 

(a) Lighter 

(b) Heavier 

(c) Colder 

(d) None of these 

 

7. As we go up in troposphere  the pressure 

(a) increases 

(b) decreases 

(c) remains same 

(d) all of these 

 

8. Which one of the following gases protects us from harmful sun’s rays? 

(a) Ozone 

(b) Nitrogen 

(c) Carbon dioxide 

(d) Oxygen 

 

9. Which element of weather is measured in degree Celsius? 

(a) Temperature 

(b) Pressure 

(c) Wind 

(d) Gravity 

 

10. Which of the following region has the highest air pressure? 

(a) Moon 

(b) Sea Level 

(c) Stratosphere 

(d) Exosphere 

 

11. What is very hot wind called? 

(a) Loo 

(b) Cool breeze 

(c) Monsoon air 

(d) Trade wind 

12. Which one of the following is a local wind? 

(a) Westerlies 

(b) Trade wind 



(c) Monsoon wind 

(d) Easterlies 

13. Rain, snow sleet or hail are the different forms of which of the following processes? 

(a) Condensation 

(b) Evaporation 

(c) Precipitation 

(d) Photosynthesis 

 

14. Cold air is ________ than hot air 

(a) Small and heavy 

(b) Less denser and light 

(c) Denser and heavy 

(d) Small and light 

15. The _______ winds blow constantly throughout the year in a particular direction. 

(a) Directional 

(b) Local 

(c) Permanent 

(d) Seasonal 

16. ________ is this hour-to-hour, day to day condition of the atmosphere 

(a) Wind 

(b) Weather 

(c) Season 

(d) Climate 

17. What is released in the air from the burning of fuels? 

(a) Carbon dioxide 

(b) Helium 

(c) Nitrogen 

(d) Argon 

SOC. POL .LIFE. CH – 3 HOW A STATE GOVERNMENT WORKS? 

 

1. What is the full form, of MLA? 

(a) Member of Law Authority 

(b) Member of Legislative Assembly 

(c) Minister of Law Abiding Authority 

(d) None of these 

2. MLAs are elected by ___________ 

(a) the people 

(b) Members of Parliament 

(c) selected representatives 

(d) all of these 

3. A political party whose MLAs have won more than half the number of constituencies in a state can be 

said to be in a _________ 

(a) majority 

(b) minority 



(c) opposition 

(d) leader party 

4. Who becomes the Chief Minister? 

(a) Leader of winning party 

(b) Leader of losing party 

(c) Prime Minister of the country 

(d) President of the country 

 

5. Who is the head of a Legislative Assembly? 

(a) MP 

(b) MLA 

(c) Chief Minister 

(d) Education Minister 

6. Who is responsible for medical services? 

(a) Transport Minister 

(b) Police Inspector 

(c) Education Minister 

(d) Health Minister 

7. According to our Constitution, it is the primary duty of the government to ensure 

(a) the welfare of the people and provide health care facilities to all 

(b) the welfare of the doctors and provide health care facilities to in rural areas 

(c) the welfare of the women and provide health care facilities in urban areas 

(d) the welfare of the women and provide health care facilities. 

8. Two houses of state legislature in India are 

(a) Legislative Organisation and Loksabha 

(b) Legislative Lok and Legislative assembly 

(c) Legislative council and Legislative Sabha 

(d) Legislative council and Legislative assembly 

9. ________ refers to the provision of health facilities from door to door by health workers in rural areas 

(a) Door clinic 

(b) Moving clinic 

(c) Transfer clinic 

(d) Mobile clinic 

10. Costa Rican government believes that a country has 

(a) to be healthy for its development and pays a lot of attention to the health of its people 

(b) to be wealthy for its development and pays a lot of attention to the earning more profit by way 

export 

(c) to spent money on political activities 

(d) to spend money on military to increase their power 

11. A _______ is a place where all the MLAs, whether from the ruling party or from the opposition meet 

to discuss various things. 



(a) Supreme Court 

(b) High court 

(c) Legislative Assembly 

(d) President House 

12. ______ elected by the people. They then become members of the legislative assembly 

(a) Chief ministers 

(b) Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) 

(c) President 

(d) Governor 

13. Three levels of government in India are ___________. 

(a) Central, National, State 

(b) Central, State, Local 

(c) Central, State, Urban 

(d) Central, Rural, Urban 

14. The opinions and the comments about the working of the government are also expressed through 

media like 

(a) Radio 

(b) TV 

(c) Newspaper 

(d) All of these 

 

 

 


